ROB.V - NEW AGE
(MISTRUST REMIX)
PRESS RELEASE

FRESH NEWS!!

Pre-Saves

Rob.V is releasing a hot new remix of his track
'New Age' on Friday 19th November, 2021. This is a
collaboration with U.K based IDM & dub DJ/
Producer 'Mistrust'.

Here is the pre-save link for Spotify, Deezer &
Apple Music:
https://gyro.to/NewAgeMistrustRemix

We would love it if you have any feedback or can
help to promote the track in any way.

Promo Video
Here is a Youtube promo
video:https://youtu.be/h_d0tsbpol8
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The Project
The two music producers first began shooting
ideas via email mid year in 2021 and it was
obvious that this was a good fit. Mistrust aka Tim
Blackburn first heard the release of 'New Age' back
in Nov, 2020 and instantly envisioned his dub down
tempo style suiting the track. Rob.V was keen for
Tim to take the reins and creatively take it to
another place. The result has led to this cool British
dub/reggae/downbeat spin on the original moody
lockdown track.

The Artists
'Mistrust' aka Tim Blackburn is an Independent
remixer & producer of Dub, IDM and Downtempo
Music. Having worked on official remixes for a
number of well-known bands and artists
including Tom Bailey (Thompson Twins) , Pitch
Black, Banco de Gaia, and more, he has recently
started making beats and melodies for rappers
and other artists.
'Rob.V' has been a touring musician for over 20
years known predominately for his guitar work
with 43Cambridge & lead vocals/guitar in Dig The
Dust. 'Although he has 6 original albums under
his belt, his recent album 'Illusions' is his debut
solo release. The shackles are off and this new
album delivers a more pop tendency featuring...

contact
www.fb.com/robv.official.au

@robv.official

...drum samples, synth and modern studio
editing while harking back to an 80's influenced
sound.Rob.V performs all of the instruments and
has self-produced the album from his home
studio. Mastering was done by Rob Grant at
Poons Head Studio in East Fremantle.
Rob.V has shared the stage with many great
artists including Jimmy Barnes, Mental As
Anything, You Am I, Sleepy Jackson, Vicky Thorn
(Waifs), John Butler, Jo Jo Zep & The Falcons,
Southern River Band plus many more. He has
also performed at thousands of venues around
Australia as well as taking in festival appearances
at Blues At Bridgetown & Blues & Roots. He
currently performs regularly as a Solo Artist and
with his band Dig The Dust.

Thanks
Thank you so much for taking the time to read
this.
We would love to hear back from you and
really appreciate your support!

@mistrustmusic

www.mistrustmusic.co.uk

Both projects are working on new material for
follow up releases.

